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"Springtime is the land awakening. The March winds are the morning yawn."-  Lewis Grizzard 

Mental Health and What We Need to Do About It 

By: Ty’Bria Hill, 11th Grade 

Mental Health is under appreciated in 
many aspects as not a lot of people take the 
time to think and ask if others are fine. People 
are preoccupied with trying to be successful 
and get the job done. As a result, they never 
take the moment to zoom in on themselves. 
Fundamentally, some have been taught that 
success is the key to happiness. Now, is that 
really the answer? Furthermore, youth across 
America are struggling both emotionally and 
mentally. They are so focused on other things 
such as school, home, life, and work. As a 
result, they are constantly put under pressure 
to do well and succeed, including adults as 
well. There is rarely “you” time. This concept 
of trying to improve yourself so you don't fall 
behind is very prevalent throughout the 
world. Taking care of your mental health is 
just as important as getting a job. What is the 
purpose of having a job if you are miserable 
and not in the right state of mind?  People 
forget that they are human and it is okay to 
focus on your mental state. Youth need to be 
told that it is all right not to have everything 
in order. For instance, failing one test does 
not determine your worth as a student.   

 
It is important to recognize the issue of 

mental health and how to deal with it. It 
should be a required class like any math or 
history course. It is hard to have a functioning 
society when the people themselves are 
dealing with a battle internally. There are too 
many people out there who struggle with this. 
Most teens stress themselves out because they 
have been taught work over sanity and failing 

is not an option. This trickles down into 
adulthood and often has lasting effects. In a 
chart from Mental Health America, the 
organization listed out the data within youth 
and adults proving there has only been a slight 
decrease in the number of adults who have a 
mental health condition (from 18.19% to 
18.07%) as seen in the graphic. 

The rate of youth experiencing a 
mental health condition continues to rise. For 
example, the rate of youth with Major 
Depressive Episode (MDE) increased from 
11.93% to 12.63%. Nothing can be changed 
overnight, but it is possible to decrease these 
statistics and work on the mental health of 
youth and adults. It starts with the classrooms. 
Learning the ABCs and taking your 
mandatory math classes are essential courses, 
but mental health should be addressed as well. 
This should be more than a one semester 
course because it is vital for healthy living as 
well. It is just as important as paying your bills 
and passing exams. This issue can be changed, 
but it starts with people acknowledging the 
issue and taking that next step to action so 
everyone can achieve healthy lifestyle and live 
happily.  

 



 

Upcoming Dates 
 

Wednesday, March 13th Half Day 
Thursday, March 14th  Pi Day 

Week of March 18th   Spring Sports Begin 

March 29th Last day of Quarter 3 
Tuesday, April 9th  Report Card #3 

Thursday, April 11th Family Conferences 
Week of April 15th Spring Break 

Friday, May 17th Prom 
 

If any teams, clubs, or teachers are interesting in posting 
an announcement in The Hurricane Herald, please e-mail 

us at thehurricaneherald@gmail.com.  
 

Math Riddle from Mrs. Scheltz 
 

 

There are 15 sticks below. Remove six sticks and be left with 10. 

 

There are 25 sticks below. Remove 10 of them and be left with three. 

 

 

Anyone with an answer can email me (kscheltz@bostoncollegiate.org) with their 
solution *and* advisory, and if they’re correct, I will come with a prize! 

 

 

mailto:thehurricaneherald@gmail.com


The Ribbon Cutting Ceremony, the Commons, and 
New Classrooms 

By Luke Bortolotto, 10th Grade  

On Monday morning, January 28, 2019, 
Boston Collegiate Charter School welcomed 
approximately one-hundred and twenty-five 
guests to the new “Commons” for a ribbon 
cutting ceremony. This officially opened the 
almost thirteen million dollar expansion of 
our school, which was raised through 
philanthropic donations and grants. Guests 
included co-founders Brett Peiser, Susan 
Fortin, and U.S. Congressman Stephen Lynch, 
along with Mayor Martin J. Walsh, donors, 
teachers, staff, parents, neighbors¸and some 
students. There was also a small group of 
women who graduated from the former 
Monsignor Ryan Memorial High School who 
came back to see the new changes to their old 
school. The guests enjoyed breakfast foods 
including mini muffins, quiche, fresh fruit, 
coffee and a hot chocolate bar. There were 
special cookies with the school logo designed 
with royal icing from Ginger Betty’s bakery in 
Quincy, for the guests to take home.  

At the event, Ms. Varón, the Executive 
Director of BCCS, Congressman Lynch, 
Mayor Walsh, Kanilla Charles of the class of 
2019, and board member Mrs. Nicole Chang 
all shared their thoughts about the BCCS and 
the project. There was a special video 
prepared for the event. Following the ribbon 
cutting, tours of the high school were given to 
the guests by the staff and students. The 
media included WCVB Channel 5 and the 
Boston Globe. 

The new space for Mayhew campus is 
home to 13 new classrooms and 11 small-
group meeting rooms, along with laboratories, 
art spaces, improved technological 

infrastructure, and a multi-purpose cafeteria 
known as “The Commons.” In addition to 
eating lunch in our new space, we have 
already put this space to good use. These 
activities comprise of the Fall Sports Banquet, 
the Alumni Day, The Lower and Middle 
School Musical, a family association meeting, 
the ninth and tenth grade semi-formal, the 
middle school honor roll breakfast, and 
multiple high school assemblies. The 
Commons is also a perfect space for students 
to gather to complete homework or just hang 
out with their peers. In January, staff and 
students over the age of sixteen were able to 
volunteer to donate blood, which is vital to 
help save lives. This blood drive was set up in 
the Commons through the American Red 
Cross, thanks to the National Honors Society. 
On Fridays in February, in honor of Black 
History Month, students are invited to watch 
movies like Creed and Black Panther from 3 
pm-5 pm. in the future, I cannot wait to see 
what other ways we will be able to use this 
space. From September to December, we 
were moving around the school in 
overcrowded and cramped hallways. During 
that time period, it seemed like the 
construction would never end. However, we 
now have this beautiful new addition to use 
and take full advantage to help with our 
rigorous academic course load. I am looking 
forward to the first hot June school day when 
we have air conditioning in our classrooms. 
Thank you to everyone who made this 
possible for the Boston Collegiate 
Community.  

 

 



Mr. Physics’ Lunch Reviews 
By: Mr. Wyse, 9th Grade 

 

There have been many changes to BCCS in the 2018-2019 schoolyear, but one change that 
should not be overlooked is the new school lunch service. Could anything replace the old 
familiar lineup of meatball subs, spherical chicken, and JBP’s? As a frequent enjoyer of the 
school lunch, I set out to taste our new meals and find the answer. Here are 5 school lunches 
on which you do not want to sleep:  
 
5. Eggs and Pancakes 
Breakfast for lunch – what a treat. Though at first the eggs may seem a bit evenly shaped, 
have no fear. The key to this meal is to create a sort of pancake taco, by placing the egg 
inside the pancake and folding. Add some syrup, and this is a real gem.  
 

3.5/5 Marcus Mariotas  
 
4. Cheeseburger 
This one sounds obvious, but I’ve seen too many people let this one fly under their radar. 
It’s hard to mess up a cheeseburger, and this one is no different. I could use a little lettuce or 
pickle, but even so, this burger brightens up my day.  
 

3.5/5 Marcus Mariotas  
 
3. Lima Beans 
This is not a meal, just a side, but I could not sit idly by and let this legend of a legume go 
another day without the praise it deserves. These little green beans are just the crisp, 
flavorful energy booster that you need to avoid that urge to doze in your 5th period class. I 
always try to eat a couple boats of these guys whenever they show up on the menu. 
 

4/5 Marcus Mariotas  
 
2. Dumplings 
To the best of my knowledge, the dumplings have been a rare occurrence. They may look a 
little bland on the outside, but they pack a serious punch of delicious meaty flavor on the 
interior. The accompanying sauce only adds to the experience. 
 

4.5/5 Marcus Mariotas  
 

1. Steak and Cheese Calzone 
This filling and hearty entree is without a doubt my top lunch choice of 2018-2019. The 
delicious, swirled blend of meat and cheese on the inside of the buttery, flaky, crust is a 
revelation to even the most experienced lunch eaters. On top of that, it is the only item that 
brings to mind last year’s Monday tradition of Jamaican Beef Patties, a loss the BCCS 
physics department continues to lament. Do not miss out on this delectable dish. 
 

5/5 Marcus Mariotas  

 
 



 

Boston Sports Today 
By: Joey Maiullari, 12th Grade 

 
 

                           
 
 
Trade Rumors Surround Celtics 
Although the NBA trade deadline has passed, the Celtics were rumored to be in deep talks with the 
New Orleans Pelicans for star power forward/center Anthony Davis. Davis was ultimately not traded 
and stayed in New Orleans. The Pelicans were asking for too much from Boston as they demanded 
forward Jayson Tatum to be part of the deal. This makes for an interesting offseason as the Los 
Angeles Lakers are favorites to land him. The Lakers did offer PG Lonzo Ball, PF Kyle Kuzma, SG 
Brandon Ingram, and C Ivica Zubac, but the Pelicans denied it. The Celtics need to figure out their 
struggles now, before the playoffs. The Bulls defeated the Celtics in Chicago by the score of 126-116 a 
few weeks ago. Kyrie Irving said following the loss, “It's just part of the regular season. In the playoffs, 
when we can plan for a team, prepare for a team, I still don't see anybody beating us in seven games.” 
The Celtics are currently 39-26 and hold the fifth seed in the Eastern Conference. The Celtics went 
into Golden State and won 128-95. Gordon Hayward had 30 points, 7 rebounds, and 4 assists to lead 
the Celtics to a victory. Hayward is back to looking like himself. Boston’s locker room has been 
rumored to be separate and struggling with chemistry. It did not seem like that on Tuesday night in 
Golden State. Currently, Kyrie Irving is averaging 23.4 points per game and 7 assists per game.  
 
Red Sox Free Agency and Spring Training 
The Red Sox lost second baseman Ian Kinsler to the San Diego Padres and reliever Joe Kelly to the 
Los Angeles Dodgers in free agency. Despite these two losses, the Red Sox found a way to maintain 
the core of the team with SP Nathan Eovaldi and 1B Steve Pearce re-signing. The Red Sox began 
Spring Training with full health as second baseman Dustin Pedroia returned to action and played in 
drills. Pedroia looks to make a huge comeback season for the Sox. One thing that worries Boston and 
their fans is who their closer will be. For the past three seasons, the Red Sox have been led by Craig 
Kimbrel as their closer to finish out games. Kimbrel may have struggled in some games to find the 
strike zone, but to have him on the roster is a great advantage. Kimbrel remains unsigned as he 
declined Boston’s one year, 17 million dollar offer. He wants a multi-year deal, earning 23 million per 
year. Unfortunately, there will no longer be “Welcome to the Jungle” playing at Fenway Park with 
Kimbrel running out of the bullpen again. As of now, the Red Sox look to reliever Matt Barnes to be 
their closer out of the bullpen for the upcoming season with Ryan Brasier as another potential option. 
 
Bruins Trade Ryan Donato for Charlie Coyle 
The Boston Bruins traded forward Ryan Donato and a fifth round pick to the Minnesota Wild for 
forward Charlie Coyle. Coyle grew up in Weymouth, Massachusetts and played college hockey for the 
Boston University Terriers. Many believe it was too early to give up on 22 year-old Ryan Donato, but it 
is a business and Don Sweeney needs to do what is best for the team. Coyle has scored ten goals this 
season to go along with his 18 assists. Donato had a game winning goal in overtime in his first home 
game in Minnesota against the St. Louis Blues. The Bruins are currently 40-17-9 with a total of 89 
points, which is second in the Eastern Conference, behind the Tampa Bay Lightning who the Bruins 
recently defeated 4-1 at home. 
 
Brady’s Dominance Earns The Super Bowl Win 
Tom Brady and the Patriots returned to their ninth Super Bowl in the Brady-Belichick Era and faced 
off against the Los Angeles Rams. The Rams are a franchise on the rise, returning to the Super Bowl 
for the first time since 2002, which was also against the New England Patriots. The Rams were the 
team trying to rewrite history, while the Patriots wanted to remake it. The Patriots struck first with a 
42-yard field goal from Stephen Gostkowski in the second quarter. The Rams responded with a field 



goal of their own in the third quarter from 53 yards out, off the leg of Greg Zuerlein. The Patriots’ 
defensive intensity helped prevent Rams’ star RB Todd Gurley from breaking away and QB Jared Goff 
from finding time to throw. With 7 minutes left in the fourth quarter, Patriots’ rookie RB Sony Michel 
had a 2-yard touchdown run to give Super Bowl LIII its first touchdown. The Rams were on the 
Patriots’ 29-yard line with 4:24 remaining when Jared Goff tried to avoid pressure from New England’s 
blitz and rushed a pass to WR Brandin Cooks. Patriots’ all-pro cornerback Stephon Gilmore 
intercepted the pass, which led to another Gostkowski field goal from 41 yards with 1:12 remaining in 
the game after a 3-minute drive. The Patriots won the game 13-3 and WR Julian Edelman was named 
Super Bowl MVP after his 10 catches for 141 yards. 
 

 
 
Northeastern Basketball’s Core Returns with Health 
Northeastern basketball ended their regular season with a 20-10 record and key victories over Alabama, 
Harvard, Hofstra, and Eastern Michigan. Additionally, Northeastern finished second in the Colonial 
Athletic Association, just behind Hofstra University. Northeastern struggled this season to stay healthy 
as senior guard Vasa Pusica missed 7 games due to a wrist injury, while junior guard and reigning CAA 
Defensive Player of the Year, Shawn Occeus, only played 11 games this season due to a leg injury. 
Furthermore, junior forward Maxime Boursiquot did not play a match this season due to a hip injury. 
The Huskies needed their bench to step up and fill the holes left by injuries. Consequently, junior 
forward Bolden Brace has had a strong season averaging 9.9 points and 5.8 rebounds per game. 
Similarly, redshirt junior guard Jordan Roland has averaged 14.8 points and 2.5 rebounds per game. In 
addition to that, junior guard Donnell Gresham Jr. has continued to step up for the Huskies, putting 
up 10.1 points to go along with 4.8 rebounds. Seniors Vasa Pusica, Anthony Green, and Jeremy Miller 
had unbelievable careers at Matthews Arena. Moreover, Pusica recently scored his 1,000th career point 
as a Husky in two seasons after a 21 point, nine rebound, and five assist performance in a win over 
Drexel. Northeastern is now ready for the CAA tournament, with a chance to go to the NCAA March 
Madness Tournament. If the Huskies stay healthy, teams will need to watch out. Northeastern has had 
two straight 20-win seasons. 
 

 
 
BC Football Sends Seven Players to the NFL Combine 
Although the Boston College’s First Responder Bowl game versus Boise State was canceled due to 
weather in Dallas, Texas, the Eagles have a lot to be proud of at the end of the season. BC sent seven 
players to the NFL Combine in Nashville, Tennessee. BC’s Hamp Cheevers, Lukas Denis, Will Harris, 
Chris Lindstrom, Wyatt Ray, Tommy Sweeney, and Zach Allen all participated in the workouts. 
Defensive end Zach Allen ran a 5.0 40-yard dash to go along with his 24 bench press repetitions. 
Offensive guard Chris Lindstrom had the best combine out of BC players as he ran a 4.91 40-yard dash 
and did 25 repetitions of 225 pounds in the bench press drill. Lindstrom and Allen are two potential 
first round selections. BC is losing a lot on their defense and special teams as senior kick and punt 
returner Michael Walker graduated. Walker’s best play of the season came on a 74-yard punt return 
touchdown against Clemson. BC has a lot of holes to fix on their team. It should be interesting to see 
how Coach Steve Addazio adjusts. With junior quarterback Anthony Brown and junior running back 
AJ Dillon back for the offense, BC will score a lot of points in 2019. 
 

 
 



#2 Clemson Demolishes #1 Alabama in CFB Championship 
For the fourth straight season, Clemson and Alabama met in the College Football Playoffs. This 
marked the third time they met in the championship game. Alabama won the 2015 and 2017 
championships, while Clemson took home the 2016 title. In the 2019 finals, Clemson shocked the 
world with a 44-16 blowout win. Clemson cornerback AJ Terrell intercepted Alabama quarterback Tua 
Tagovailoa pass and returned it for a 44-yard touchdown. Alabama responded with a 62-yard 
touchdown reception from Tagovailoa to wide receiver Jerry Jeudy. After the first quarter, Clemson led 
14-13 over the Crimson Tide. In the second quarter, Alabama added a 25-yard field goal from Joseph 
Bulovas to make it a 16-14 lead. The Tigers ended up scoring two touchdowns from running back 
Travis Etienne. Clemson freshman wide receiver Justyn Ross had a 74-yard touchdown catch from 
freshman quarterback Trevor Lawrence to give Clemson a 37-16 lead. The Tigers ended up winning 
the game 44-16 as Lawrence finished with 347 passing yards and three touchdowns, while Ross added 
six receptions for 153 yards and a touchdown. Clemson and Alabama will be favorites to return to next 
year’s championship game, which would be a fifth straight matchup.  
 
Duke’s Dominance Continues to Lead Them to Top Rank 
Duke’s phenom freshman forward Zion Williamson injured himself within the first 30 seconds of the 
game against rival North Carolina. Williamson’s shoe ripped in half as he tried to turn around a 
defender. Williamson has been unbelievable to watch all season, from his breakaway dunks to chase 
down blocks. He is averaging 21.6 points per game to go along with his 8.8 rebounds. Duke holds the 
#1 overall rank in the nation. Zion is listed as day-to-day, but there is a possibility he may sit out the 
remainder of the season in order to prepare for the NBA Draft. Forward RJ Barrett has taken over in 
Williamson’s absence, putting up 30 points and 7 assists in a ten-point win over Syracuse.  
 

 
Northeastern Hockey Wins Second Straight Beanpot Title 
Northeastern University hockey defeated Boston University in the 2019 Semifinals game by the score 
of 2-1. Northeastern struck first with a goal from senior forward Patrick Schule. The Terriers 
responded with a goal in the first period with under a minute left from Freshman forward Joel Farabee. 
The game went into overtime, which ended quickly as freshman phenom, Tyler Madden, scored the 
game winning goal 51 seconds into the period. Junior defenseman and New Jersey Devil prospect 
Jeremy Davies assisted Madden for the winning shot. Madden is not new to game winning shots as he 
helped the Huskies defeat #1 ranked UMass Amherst at Matthews Arena with an overtime goal in a 2-
1 victory. The Huskies went on to face the Boston College Eagles in the Beanpot Finals. Northeastern 
had a 3-0 commanding lead with 18 minutes left in the third period. The Huskies’ first three goals 
came from senior forward Austin Plevy, senior forward Patrick Schule, and senior Lincoln Griffin. The 
Eagles responded with two goals from forwards David Cotton and J.D. Dudek. Although the Eagles 
made it a game with 8 minutes to go, Huskies’ sophomore forward Zach Solow scored with 36 seconds 
left. Northeastern won its second consecutive Beanpot Championship for the first time since 1984-
1985 to make their sixth victory ever. The Huskies now are ranked #9 in the nation with a 22-10-1 
record. 
 
NFL 2019 Mock Draft (Top 10) 

1. Arizona Cardinals (3-13)- DE Nick Bosa (Ohio State) 
2. San Francisco 49ers (4-12)- DE Quinnen Williams (Alabama) 
3. New York Jets (4-12)- LB Josh Allen (Kentucky) 
4. Oakland Raiders (4-12)-DE Clelin Ferrell (Clemson) 
5. Tampa Bay Buccaneers (5-11)- DT Ed Oliver (Houston) 
6. New York Giants (5-11)- QB Dwayne Haskins (Ohio State) 
7. Jacksonville Jaguars (5-11)- QB Kyler Murray (Oklahoma) 
8. Detroit Lions (6-10)-CB Greedy Williams (LSU)  
9. Buffalo Bills (6-10)- DE Montez Sweat (Mississippi State) 
10. Denver Broncos (6-10)-QB Drew Lock (Missouri) 



 
NBA News and Trade Deadline  
The New York Knicks traded PF/C Kristaps Porzingis, along with PG Courtney Lee and SG Tim 
Hardaway Jr. to the Dallas Mavericks in exchange for PG Dennis Smith Jr., C Deandre Jordan, two 
future first-round picks and SF Wesley Matthews. It was rumored that Porzingis wanted out of New 
York as he did not see himself wanting to be part of their future. With this trade, the Knicks cleared up 
enough money to potentially recruit and sign two big name free agents this summer, such as PG Kyrie 
Irving, SF Kevin Durant, PF Anthony Davis, and SF Kawhi Leonard. Currently, the Los Angeles 
Lakers are very close to elimination with a 30-35 record. Superstar forward LeBron James could 
potentially be shut down for the remainder of his first season in LA. James is averaging 27.1 points per 
game this season despite missing 17 games due to a groin injury. This would be James’s first season not 
making the NBA Finals after eight consecutive years with the Miami Heat and Cleveland Cavaliers. 
 
MLB Free Agency News 
The MLB offseason has been one unlike any other season in the past. Usually, star players sign their 
huge contracts in the offseason in order to have more time to prepare for Spring Training. However, 
this offseason, stars Manny Machado and Bryce Harper waited until the start of exhibition games to 
sign their deals. Former Baltimore Orioles’ star third baseman, Manny Machado, signed a 10-year, 300 
million dollar contract with the San Diego Padres. Machado spent last season with Orioles and Los 
Angeles Dodgers after being traded at the trade deadline. Machado has totaled 1,050 hits and 175 
home runs over his 7-year career thus far. Furthermore, former Washington Nationals’ star outfielder 
signed a 13-year, 330 million dollar contract with the Philadelphia Phillies. Harper was deciding 
between the San Francisco Giants and the Phillies. Despite taking less money from Philadelphia, 
Harper finds himself in a young, talented core with stars Andrew McCutchen, Jake Arrieta, J.T. 
Realmuto, Aaron Nola, Odubel Herrera and Rhys Hoskins. Harper has hit for 184 home runs and has 
a .279 batting average over 7 years in Washington. It will be interesting to see what Red Sox right 
fielder Mookie Betts and Angels center fielder Mike Trout receive as deals in the next two off-seasons. 
 

Will Gronk Retire? 
By: Luke Bortolotto, 10th Grade 

 

 
 

The big question from the Super Bowl week in Atlanta, Georgia was if any stars will retire. 
These were centered around the Patriots’ quarterback Tom Brady and tight end Rob Gronkowski. 
Tom Brady has come out and said he will not retire. On the other hand, Gronkowski said he will 
take two weeks to recover and contemplate retirement. Similarly, Rob Gronkowski was asked many 
questions during Super Bowl week about the same topic. He responded jokingly that he had been 
asked over fifty times in one day. Gronkowski has been in the NFL for 9 years and has only played 
two full seasons, his first two seasons, averaging around 13 games a season due to injuries. He 
struggles to stay healthy and has had almost a dozen surgeries since his last year at the University of 
Arizona. Gronkowski has had a difficult career and it would be expected that most players would 
have retired after their second back surgery. In total, Gronkowski has had 3 back surgeries, 4 arm 
surgeries, 1 knee surgery, and 1 ankle surgery.   Whether he retires or not, he will be a Hall of 
Famer with 79 touchdowns and 7,861 yards. Undoubtedly, he is one of the greatest tight ends to 
ever play the game. 

 
 



3v3 Basketball Tournament Scores Big 
By: Luke Bortolotto, 10th Grade  

 
The Love and Basketball 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament took place on Thursday, February 7th at 

The South End Fitness Center. Ms. Martin, the 10th Grade English teacher and Girls’ Basketball Coach, 
organized the fundraiser. They answered a few questions regarding the tournament. 

 
How did you come up with the idea of the First Annual Love & Basketball 3v3 tournament?  
“This is my first year at BCCS and my first season as a coach. I really wanted to do something to help 
create community between all groups at the school-staff, students, alumni, and families. I love basketball 
and it seemed like a way to get people engaged in a fun activity. Even if you’re not good at basketball, 3 on 
3 seems like a doable thing. It’s accessible for most people and I hope it’ll be something that the school 
community will enjoy.”  
 
Why do you think it’s important to have events like this at BCCS? 
“Our academics are great here and now we have the Commons, which will give us opportunities to engage 
organically, but we don’t seem to have many opportunities at our school to really just get pumped up and 
socialize as a community. An event like this gets people connecting across different grades and ages. This 
lets students show some Hurricane Pride, and it’s just a way to have fun while engaging in some semi-
competitive physical activity!” 
 
What will the school use the money they raised for?  
“The money will benefit the basketball program at Boston Collegiate.” 
 
Are you pleased with the number of students, families, and alumni? 
“Yes! We had 21 teams sign up and 20 teams officially competed. So many students, parents, and staff 
came out to support the program. I think the goal for next year should be to engage more alumni and 
families! (Only one parent participated in the tournament, Mr. James McLaughlin).” 
 
Will there be other events similar to this for other sports? 
I have no idea! I think whoever carries on the legacy of this tournament (me or someone else) should make 
sure that it grows and maybe even spreads to other sports. I think it would be super cool to have a charity 
slow pitch softball game, or even a Canes 5K. 
 

 
                         The first and second place teams pose for a picture after the tournament. 
 
Groups of three players from across the school joined together to play basketball, which included 

an alumni team with Justin Shaughnessy ‘09, Peter Bruno ‘12, and Matt Fitzpatrick ‘13. Multiple teams of 
faculty played in the event, including Ms. Dixon, Mr. Clarke, and Mr. Parker; Mr. Wyse, Mr. Manning, and 
Mr. Schwab; and Ms. Loring, Ms. Varon, and Ms. Ogundipe. Ms. Veeder and her children, Phoebe and 
Ethan, made up the team known “Veeder’s Readers.” In addition to that, students in grades 7-12 made up 
teams such as the Kool Kats, #TRASH, The Flag Football All-Stars, and Dub Nation.  

The winning team consisted of Will O’Malley, Justyn Palmer-Mattier and Will Choukas. Will 
O’Malley said after the finals, “During the tourney, it was us against the world. Everybody was trying to 
make us lose, but we know the deal of winning.” 

 



The Way of Life 
By: Sarah Purvis, 11th Grade 

 
Leaves die slowly 

and so do I 
a leaf 

all alone 
apart from a tree 
no roots to keep 
one grounded 

so I fly 
in the wind 

before my life says goodbye 
I know not where 

I'm going 
when the wind will stop 

how I will fall 
Or why 

What happens when I do fall? 
will my skin 

crinkle and disappear 
like dust 

with the dirt 
will I be 

made complete 
Or 

will I be remade 
A new 

Turn a new Leaf? 
one day I'll see 

 

Mr. Physics’ Riddle 

We are marooned on an island that has the following curious property: Everyone over a certain age lies all 
the time. More specifically, there is an age limit L — a positive integer — and all islanders who are younger 
than age L only tell the truth, while islanders who are at least L years old only tell lies. 

We are greeted by five islanders who make the following statements: 

A: “B is more than 20 years old.” 

B: “C is more than 18 years old.” 

C: “D is less than 22 years old.” 

D: “E is not 17 years old.” 

E: “A is more than 21 years old.” 

A: “D is more than 16 years old.” 

B: “E is less than 20 years old.” 

C: “A is 19 years old.” 

D: “B is 20 years old.” 

E: “C is less than 18 years old.” 

What is L? And what did we just learn about the ages of the islanders? 

 

Think you know the answer? E-mail jwyse@bostoncollegiate.org with the correct answer and win a 
prize! 

mailto:jwyse@bostoncollegiate.org

